Hogalised Drawings Stage 2. - The GIMPY bit
This session will deal with using GIMP to produce a stitched together plan of the Slick Schick ready for importing into
TurboCad. Even better if you can’t wait to TurboCad but feel the need to cut balsa immediately then by the end of this Tutorial
you will have a plan to work with.
After the last session of scanning in the images I left you with a couple of .jpeg files and suggested you scan the rest of the plan
in ready for GIMPing. Hopefully then you will end up with something like those below.

With a little imagination you may even see the beginnings of a plan coming together. In order to stitch the images together you
need to consider their relative sizes, whether there is unwanted detail on the images and if they are skewed or not. Hopefully by
using the same scanner settings and automatically deskewing you will not have to worry about the relative sizes and deskewing.
Also because the plans originate from the late ‘60’s the practice of putting a hatched background onto plans had long since
disappeared. So all thing considered it should be a relatively easy job to stitch them together
OK so here we go – the fun and games begin. Now before we go to far let me explain that I have only had GIMP loaded for
about a week or two. I have, in that time, realised two things. Firstly it is a powerful program (especially considering the cost)
and secondly that ‘I know Nuffin’’. However it seems good and will give you results just by playing with it.
To get where we want to go we have to load our 5 .jpegs onto the GIMP workspace. Open GIMP and the Windows Explorer
programs and view both side by side. If you are unsure about how to do this when both programs are open right click in the bar
at the bottom of the screen where all the program icons are docked – it’s called the Task Bar.
Once you have done this a drop down list appears (the fact that it drops up is irrelevant, it’s still a drop down). On that list are a
couple of selections. The selection we are interested in is ‘Show Windows Side by Side’. Now this is how I prefer to work but
you may prefer the Cascade or Stacked system. Whatever floats your boat really, all three are available here.
The screen shot on the next page shown this drop down, me working with Word to compose this Tutorial and Gimp open ready
for the next bit. In case you are wondering I am using a table to assist in the layout of this Tutorial. At the end of the Tutorial I
then set the borders at ‘None’ and all you see is a nicely laid out document. I have also enabled certain drawing tools to enable
me to label the screen shot. If you wish to know how to do these then please let me know via the Outerzone site.
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We now minimise all programs except Windows Explorer and GIMP and show the windows side by side. The view on
Windows Explorer is set so that the 5 .jpegs are visible. Once there we left click and drag each required .jpeg onto the GIMP
work area. A small ‘+’ icon will show when this is successful.

Once the .jpeg has been dragged across the GIMP work area will display the picture. Note the Image information contained at
the top of the GIMP toolbar. This gives you a clue as to what is happening. At the moment we have ‘Slick Schick1.jpeg-6.0
(RGB, 1 layer) 2425x3499 –GIMP’. This information tells us how many pictures we have and the image size in pixels.
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Using the left click and drag load the remaining four .jpeg files into the GIMP work area. Watch the Image information change
as each .jpeg is loaded. Each Image will be loaded onto GIMP as a different layer.

‘Slick Schick1.jpeg -6.0(RGB, 5 layers) 2425X3499 - GIMP
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With all 5 .jpeg files loaded onto GIMP we can close the windows explorer and maximise GIMP. We wish to find out what
layers we have so the Layer dialogue box is conveniently available by using CTRL+L. Other things we can do at this stage
include zooming in on the image and getting some meaningful measurements about the place. Both these functions are on the
lower left of the screen as shown in the previous screen shot. The next screen shot shows the Layer dialogue box, zoom at 50%
and measurements in inches.
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It is now necessary for you to play with the layers dialogue box and become happy with manipulating the layers, switching
between visible layers and changing active layers.
The dialogue box shows each layer in the active work area. To the left of the layer icon there are two click boxes, the 1st left
switches the visibility of the layer, the second switches the layer link to other links. Clicking on an icon will highlight that
particular layer. Just play now until you are happy that you are seeing the layer you want and that the active layer is the one
you want to work on. The screen shot below shows the layer called ‘Slick Schick 2’ as being active and also the only one being
active. It is not linked to any other layer.
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So with Layer 2 active we need to see if it requires deskewing. To do this we need a supposed horizontal line on the image and
a horizontal reference line. In this case my horizontal line on the drawing is going to be the elevator hinge line. To obtain a
horizontal reference line, right click on the top ruler and drag the resultant line to the elevator hinge line.
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If your scanning program has selected the correct reference all will be well at this stage, however you may need to rotate the
image. The ‘Rotate’ tool will do exactly what it says. To get to it in the tool bar go ‘Tools’, ‘Transform Tools’, ‘Rotate’ as
shown below. Of course you can be really slick and use SHIFT+R
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Either method will open the ‘Rotate’ dialogue box. Make sure you are operating on the correct layer and change the angle of
rotation using the arrow buttons adjacent to the Angle box. Note that the up arrow turns the image clockwise, the down arrow
anticlockwise. You can play with this feature to your hearts content because nothing is fixed until you press the ‘Rotate’
button.
Having completed one layer to your satisfaction now you can complete all other layers.
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All images are now ready for stitching together. At this point we need to realise that behind the images there is a canvas. This
canvas needs to be big enough to show all our images. We have 5 images all the same approximate size. We need to find the
size of images and then adjust the canvas to suit. The information we require is available from the ‘Image’ tab on the toolbar.
The drop down will give us access to both the ‘Canvas Size’ and the ‘Scale Image’ Dialogue boxes.
The ‘Scale Image’ dialogue box gives us an image size of approximately 8ins x 11.5ins. Putting 5 images together means we
will need a canvas of approximately 45ins x 13ins. The extra space will give us room to manoeuvre and it can always be
cropped later. On the Canvas size dialogue box click on the ‘Aspect Ratio’ link, enter the sizes in the boxes and click on the
‘Resize’ button.
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After pressing the ‘Resize’ button the screen will change drastically. You will get a large squared area to represent the canvas.
Zoom out so you can see it all, 12.5% should do it. Click on the ‘Move Tool’ and move each layer as you wish. I did start by
viewing each layer and making the most extreme right hand one active and moving this over as far as possible. I then worked
my way right to left as necessary.
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All the layers can now be moved around until you are happy with the alignment and relative sizes. If individual layers need to
be resized then ensure the layer is active and use the ‘Resize Image’ tool mentioned before. The aspect ratio should remain
locked for the operation. Notice that the active layer has a yellow border when being worked upon.

We now have the image we want so we will merge the layers together. From the ‘Layers’ dialogue box click on the small left
pointing arrow which will produce a drop down list. From that drop down list select ‘Layers Menu’ which produces a second
drop down list. Towards the bottom is the choice of ‘Merge Visible Layers’. Clicking this will produce the ‘Layer Merge’
dialogue box. Click the radio button ‘Expanded as necessary’ then click the ‘Merge’. The information in the top left will
indicate that there is now only one layer.
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To get rid of information we no longer require use the crop tool. Select the tool and encompass the area required
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And then press return.

At this point it is looking good but there is still a lot of information we don’t need. The image is RGB with different shades.
We are going to change this to grayscale with only two colours, black and white.
To convert to greyscale on the toolbar select ‘Image’ and then from the drop down select ‘Mode’. Click on ‘Greyscale’ from
the second drop down list.
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Now to obtain only two colours we need to ‘Posterise’ the image. From the ‘Colours’ tab on the tool bar select ‘Posterise’.
This will open a dialogue box. Reduce the number of levels using the slider to 2 and then press the ‘OK’ button.
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We now have the file we want but is it the correct size. I think you will agree that this is fairly important. Fortunately for us we
know the wingspan of the plane, it’s printed on the plan as 23.1/8” ins so let’s measure it. First of all bring two vertical
reference lines using right click and drag from the vertical rule. These are to be positioned at each limit of the wing tip
We can now use the measuring tool to determine the distance between to two lines. Now this tool I found hard to use. You
click somewhere on the drawing and a cross is located on the drawing, you then click and drag near the end of the cross and a
line will be created, also with a cross at the end. Once you have the line and two crosses you move them to where the
measurement is needed and the dimension is shown in the lower left hand corner.
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Comparing the measurement on the GIMP file with the actual wing span will now give us the proportion at which we need to
scale the plan. The scale the plan we use the ‘Scale Image’ function previously mentioned. The Aspect Ratio lock must be on
for this operation. For a calculator use the one supplied with Windows.
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Scaling ratio= Plan wingspan/measured wingspan
Final plan length = actual plan length x scaling ratio

Having got this far now all we need to do is save the file. This can be done in any number of formats, I usually use bitmaps
(.bmp). From the ‘File’ tab on the toolbar select ‘Save As’. The ‘Save Image’ dialogue box will open. This will enable you to
select a name and the location where you want to save the file. Clicking on the ‘+’ button adjacent to ‘Select File Type’ will
give you a selection of types under which you can save the file.
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So, are you still here??
Sorry that this has been a bit prolonged but a lot has been covered. If it doesn’t work first time persistence will get it right. I
am not saying that this is the definitive way of doing things – I may well find a better way but after a couple of weeks I have a
stitched together plans on a program I’ve never used before.
As I said at the beginning there is no reason why you couldn’t save this file now, convert to .pdf using Adobe or some similar
program and then take it to a printers. You have a fully working plan.
The next tutorial I will be looking at how to set up TurboCad and importing our file into the program.

